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2001 Lionel prewar 45 automatic gateman with a brass sign that has black printing, C6.
2002 Lionel prewar O gauge 57 9E orange lamp post with Broadway and Main Street signs, C6. Also included is no. 58
peacock lamp post in OB, C7. The OB has all flaps attached and shows some wear.

2003 Lionel prewar O gauge 077 automatic crossing gate with black base and box with a nickel cap, 068 pea green warning
signal with brass sign and finial and a 026 bumper in OB. The 077 is C6, 068 is C5 and the 026 is C7. The bumper box
has an end flap detached but included.

2004 Lionel prewar 076 Mojave O gauge block signal and a 76 standard gauge white block signal. Both signals have A B B
stamped on the bases. Both signals are C6.

2005 Lionel prewar standard gauge 68 orange warning signal with brass finial and sign that has red writing and a 69 white
electric warning bell signal with brass finial and sign that has red writing. Signals are C5.

2006 Lionel prewar 71 telegraph post set containing six no. 60 apple green telegraph posts with maroon cross arms, brass finial
and green insulators. One of the posts is missing both insulators. Telegraph posts are C5.

2007 Lionel prewar 1045 flagman with a brass sign and a 93 water tank with a red base and aluminum tower, C4.
2008 Lionel prewar 069 warning bell signal and three 060 posts, two that have been modified with lights and one is missing
crossarms. The items have been repainted.

2009 Lionel prewar standard gauge 23 red open frame bumper, three no. 25 cream bumpers and a 25 black bumper. The cream
bumpers are C4. The 23 and 25 black bumpers are C6.

2010 Lionel prewar standard gauge two no. 66 semaphores, one is missing both of the lens caps. Semaphores are C5.
2011 Lionel prewar standard gauge 80 semaphore with repainted Mojave pole, dark green ladder and brass finial and a 82N
semaphore with repainted aluminum pole, black ladder and nickel finial. Both semaphores have replaced bases that have
been repainted. Also included is a 99 train control block signal with a repainted base, cream pole and red ladder. The
signal has an incorrect 078 plate on the back of the block. Please view photo to verify condition of accessories.

2012 Lionel prewar standard gauge 219 crane with a peacock cab, dark green roof, red boom and window frames, brass knobs
and trim and nickel journals. Crane is C5.

2013 Lionel prewar standard gauge 217 red caboose with peacock roof, red cupola, brass trim and nickel journals. The caboose
has a hole in the bottom of the base. Caboose is C4.

2014 Lionel prewar standard gauge no. 8 maroon 0-4-0 electric loco. The loco is missing parts and needs restored, C3.
2015 Lionel prewar standard gauge 511 dark green flatcar with wood load, brass trim and nickel journals and a 512 peacock
gondola with brass trim and nickel journals. The 511 has one coupler broken and one missing. The 512 gondola has paint
flaking. Cars are C5. Also included is a 511 dark green flatcar with brass trim and copper journals, C4.

2016 Lionel prewar standard gauge Mojave New York Central Lines passenger cars with maroon inserts and nickel journals; 337
Pullman and a 338 observation. Also included is a no. 36 olive green New York Central Lines observation, missing the
deck. Cars are C4.

2017 Lionel prewar standard gauge 1835E black steam loco and 1835W die cast tender that are both in parts. The die cast shell
on the tender has been repainted. Also included is a box for the loco. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2018 Lionel prewar standard gauge gray die cast tenders; 385W with nickel trim and journals and an 385T with brass and nickel
trim and copper journals. Both tender shells are warped. The 385W shell has been repaired and has cracks. Please view
photo to verify selection and condition.
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2019 Lionel prewar standard gauge black 1835E steam loco and an 1835W die cast tender both in parts. The tender has been
repainted. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2020 Lionel prewar standard gauge maroon passenger cars including; 180 Pullman, 181 Pullman/baggage and a 182 observation
car with a long observation deck. Cars have heavy paint flaking and one of the air tanks is missing on the combo car. Cars
are C4.

2021 Lionel prewar standard gauge no. 50 dark gray 0-4-0 NYC electric loco. There are parts missing and the loco is a
restoration candidate, C4.

2022 Lionel prewar standard gauge two no. 5 steam 0-4-0 locos both missing parts and motors. The locos both have thickrimmed wheels. Also included is an eight-wheel tender. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2023 Ives prewar wide gauge 3235R olive green 0-4-0 electric loco, two olive green no. 170 Buffet cars and a 172 brown
observation car. The loco and passenger cars have heavy paint flaking and are C4.

2024 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 2029 remote control whistling billboard in OB and a 4250 Lone Scout Club car with a
teal lithographed body, red roof and doors and brass trim with two detached gray set trucks. Car is C4. The 2029 whistling
billboard unit is missing the motor. The housing is C7. Also included is an American Flyer set box with no number. Box
has some staining and label is mostly intact.

2025 Lionel prewar standard gauge one pair of black 210 manual switches in worn OB that has an original cardboard insert and
is missing all flaps. Also included is a pair of green 223 remote control switches and a pair of black 223 remote control
switches. a bag of lens caps and a bag of switch controllers. The 210 switches are C6 and the 223 switches are C5.

2026 Lionel prewar standard gauge selection of motors, frames, wheels and parts. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.

2027 Lionel prewar selection of standard and O gauge wheels. Some of the wheels are reproduction and some are original.
Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2028 Lionel prewar large selection of early standard gauge trucks complete with the wheels. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2029 Lionel prewar large selection of standard gauge trucks complete with wheels. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.

2030 Lionel prewar standard gauge two piece wooden barrels; eleven bow-sided and sixteen straight-sided. Please view photo to
verify selection and condition.

2031 Lionel prewar original wooden bulb containers. The two 30 14 volts and no. 24 8 Volts contain the bulbs. Please view
photo to verify selection and condition.

2032 Lionel prewar thirteen no. 81 rheostats, seven no. 95 rheostats and three no. 88 rheostats. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2033 Lionel prewar standard gauge no. 11 automatic non-derailing distant control switches with controller switches in a worn
OB that has an original cardboard insert. Also included are two 91 circuit breakers, 41 contactors and a selection of O
gauge track clips. The accessories are C6.

2034 Lionel prewar O gauge two 314 silver bridges, C6. Also included is a silver metal trestle bridge, C6.
2035 Selection of green fence sections with red posts. Also included is a box of Miller sectional toy fence manufactured
exclusively by A.W. Drake Manufacturing Co., Hazleton, Pennsylvania. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.
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2036 Lionel prewar large selection of standard gauge UTC lockons. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
2037 Lionel prewar O and standard gauge large selection of parts including; no. 2 Bild-A-Motor frame, steps, hand rails, plates,
pantographs, cow catchers, searchlights and ladders. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2038 Lionel prewar two type K 150-watt transformer and four type T 100-watt transformers. The type T transformers are all in
worn OBs. One of the cords on one of the type T transformera is disintegrated. Please note shipping costs will be higher
due to weight of transformers. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2039 Lionel prewar type B 75-watt, type R 100-watt and type W 75-watt transformers, no. 65 whistle controller, two no. 66
whistle controllers and two 67 whistle controllers, one with a worn OB missing all flaps on one end. Also included are two
Jefferson Toy transformers; crackle black 535-171 75-watt and a no. 2 100-watts and an American Flyer black crackle
black no. 1269 75-watt transformer in worn OB. Please note shipping costs will be higher due to weight of transformers.
Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2040 Selection of prewar standard gauge curve and straight track sections and standard gauge track clips. Also included is a
selection of standard gauge half straight and half curve track sections. Please note shipping costs will be higher due to
weight of the track sections. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2041 Selection of prewar standard gauge straight track sections. Please note shipping costs will be higher due to weight of the
track sections. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2042 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 4409 90-degree crossover in a worn OB, C7. Also included are two Lionel no. 20 90degree crossovers and a metal 90-degree crossover, C6.

2043 Ives prewar 1 gauge straight and curve track sections, four 45-degree crossovers and switches. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2044 Lionel prewar standard gauge original boxes only for a 385E, 1835E, 318E Mojave, 10E Gray, 8 Red, 8E L. Olive, two
337 L. Olive coaches, two 337 coaches and a 338 observation. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2045 Lionel prewar standard gauge original boxes only for passenger cars; 309 A. Green, 310 A. Green, 339 P. Blue, 310
Brown, 312 Ivory Brown and freight cars; 515 oil tank car, 212 Wine gondola, 216 hopper and 214 boxcar. Please view
photo to verify selection and condition.

2046 McCoy standard gauge no. 1000 TCA 1967 National Convention Baltimore, MD hopper and a 260 Great Northern caboose
in OBs, C8.

2047 McCoy standard gauge 256F flatcar with two TPC Circus animal cages, 256F flatcar with two TPC trailers and a 256E
TPC Tiny & Boo boxcar all in OBs. Also included is a 1000 TCA 1972 Eastern Division Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania flatcar
with a TCA trailer in OB. Cars are C7.

2048 McCoy standard gauge Great Lakes Limited Churchill Downs TCA 1983 29th National Convention, Louisville, KY
baggage car in OB. The car has never been run, C9-10.

2049 Williams Reproductions Limited of a Lionel standard gauge two-tone green 9E electric 0-4-0 loco with wooden display
board in OB that has an outer shipping carton. The loco has a McCoy motor. Loco has been test run, C9.

2050 Lionel prewar standard gauge switches; two pairs of 210 manual switches, 222 right hand remote control switch, two 222
left hand remote control switches, 223 left hand remote control switch and a pair of 223 remote control switches. The
switches are C4.

2051 Lionel and American Flyer prewar accessory parts. Also included are reproduction cast parts for signals. Please view
photo to verify selection and condition.
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2052 Lionel prewar standard gauge 212 maroon gondola with brass trim and copper journals and a 219 crane with white cab, red
roof and window inserts, green boom, brass knobs, nickel trim and journals. The cars have been restored to look like new.

2053 Lionel prewar accessories; no. 1 Bild-A-Motor frame, type B 75-watt transformer in OB, UTC lockons, five sections of
windup curve track, Ives track clips and an American Flyer prewar model 1269 75-watt transformer. Also included are
two Weeden pulleys for steam toys. Please view photo to verify selection and condition of items.

2054 Hafner prewar O gauge two black cast iron, clockwork 0-4-0 steam locos, one missing one set of back wheels. Please view
photo to verify selection and condition.

2055 Lionel prewar O gauge 1684 black 2-4-2 steam loco, 1689T gunmetal tender and a 1506L black clockwork 0-4-0 steam
loco with battery compartment, red frame and copper trim. The 1684 is C7, the 1689T is C6 and the 1506L is C4.

2056 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 4266 paper mache Allegheny tunnel that measures 19 inches in length, 4464 manual
track switch in OB and a 4409 90-degree crossover. Please view photo to verify condition.

2057 Ives prewar wide gauge 170 olive green Buffet car with brass journals. One of the journal boxes is missing. The car has
heavy paint flaking and is C4.

2058 Selection of prewar accessories by Ives, American Flyer and other manufacturers. Also included is a small American Flyer
lithographed station. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2059 American Flyer prewar O gauge selection of curve and straight 4-rail whistle track sections mounted on fiber board. Please
view photo to verify selection and condition.

2060 American Flyer prewar accessories; 261 Hudson Tunnel, paper mache tunnel that measures 12 inches long, pair of 665
manual control track switches in OB, 2029 whistling unit billboard and a no. 7 75-watt transformer in OB. The mechanism
in the 2029 billboard is loose. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2061 Lionel prewar O gauge X2758 Pennsylvania boxcar and a 2757X Pennsylvania caboose both in worn OBs. The boxcar has
rust on door guides and wheels and is C6. The caboose is C7. Also included is a Lionel postwar 6456 maroon Lehigh
Valley hopper with prewar trucks in a worn OB. The hopper body is C8.

2062 Lionel prewar O gauge selection of original boxes only including; 203 switcher, 616E diesel, two 617 coaches, 618
observation, 2235W whistle tender, 022 switch, 225 steam loco, three RCS and a 2758 boxcar. Also included is one
standard gauge box only with no number. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2063 Ives prewar original boxes only including; small blue Ives box with no number, no. OD3 20-pieces of straight electric
track, 3260 blue loco, 3242 loco and one wide gauge box that is not numbered. Also included are American Flyer 3015
auto and 3017 caboose boxes only. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2064 American Flyer prewar O gauge freight cars including; 421 tender, 476 green gondola, two 478 white boxcars with red
roofs and two 484 red cabooses. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2065 Lionel prewar O gauge pair of 021 manual switches, 020 90-degree crossover, 1689T tender that has been repainted and a
654 silver Sunoco tank missing the handrails. Also included are a pair of Ives prewar O gauge manual switches. Please
view photo to verify selection and condition.

2066 Lionel prewar standard gauge olive green passenger set including; 8E electric 0-4-0 loco, 337 Pullman and a 338
observation. The cars have maroon inserts and nickel journals. The loco is missing a headlight and the other headlight is
broken. Set is C4.
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2067 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars; 113 green cattle car, 116 N.Y.N.H. & H.R.R. maroon ballast car and 117 brown
NYC & HRRR caboose with a black roof that has been repainted, C5.

2068 Lionel prewar standard gauge 385W die cast gunmetal tender with nickel trim and journals in OB. The die cast tender
shell is straight and solid, however does have some minor bubbling. Tender is C7. The OB has all flaps attached.

2069 Lionel prewar standard gauge 35 maroon New York Central Lines Pullman with nickel journals, C5.
2070 Lionel prewar standard gauge maroon passenger cars with Mojave inserts and nickel journal including; 320 baggage, two
319 Pullmans and a 322 observation. The passenger cars have New York Central Lines above the windows and have wood
grain doors. The baggage car has The Lionel Electric Railroad above windows and green doors. Cars are C5.

2071 Lionel prewar O gauge 58 cream lamp post in OB, C7. The OB has most all flaps attached.
2072 Lionel prewar O gauge 1662 black 0-4-0 steam loco with a 2203T slope-back tender. Loco and tender are C4.
2073 Lionel prewar O gauge terra cotta passenger cars with cream inserts; two 613 Pullmans and a 614 observation. The cars
have incorrect postwar trucks and are missing most of the hand rails. Cars are C4.

2074 Lionel prewar 711 remote control O72 gauge switches. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will
be sold as is with no returns.

2075 Lionel postwar original set box only for a 1531W Burlington four-car freight set, circa 1955. The set contained a 2328
Burlington GP7, 6462-125 gondola, 6465 Sunoco two-dome tank, 6456-25 Lehigh Valley Hopper and a 6257 caboose.
Box shows minor wear and has darkened due to age.

2076 Lionel postwar original boxes only for Type KW 190-watt transformer, 6560-25 crane, 6560X crane, 6001T tender,
2046W tender, 3927 track cleaning car, 6119-75 work caboose, two 6032 gondolas, two 6456 hoppers and a 163 block
signal. Also included is a reproduction box for a Type ZW 275-watt transformer and an original box for a 9302 searchlight
car. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2077 Lionel postwar 2245P/2245C MKT The Texas Special F3 AB diesel units in OBs. The B unit is missing two portholes.
The frame on the power A unit shows heavy wear. The units are C6. The power unit has an original cardboard insert, is
clean and square with all flaps. The B unit box shows some wear.

2078 Lionel postwar freight cars from the Texas Fast Freight set no. 1517W, circa 1954 including; 6464-225 Southern Pacific
type IIa boxcar, 6561 depressed center flatcar with cable reels, 6462-25 green NYC gondola with one broken coupler and a
6427 LL porthole caboose missing the light. The flatcar is missing one brakewheel and one of the reels is chipped. The
cars are C7 except for the flatcar which is C5.

2079 Lionel postwar 2025 black 2-6-4 steam loco with a 6466W tender. The loco has been restored to look like new. Tender is
C6. Also included are freight cars; 6456 maroon Lehigh Valley hopper, 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank and a 6257
caboose, C6.

2080 Lionel postwar accessories; 145 automatic gateman, 494 aluminum rotating beacon in a worn OB with an original
cardboard insert, 157 station platform with broken fence pickets and a 154 automatic road crossing signal with a 154C
connector in OB that shows some wear. The gateman is C5. The rest of the accessories are C6.

2081 Lionel postwar 635 Union Pacific NW2 switcher. The frame on the switcher has rust and is C5.
2082 Lionel postwar freight cars; 3620 rotating searchlight car with a brakewheel that is detached but included in a worn OB,
3464 operating New York Central boxcar, 3656 cattle car with corral and ramp and a 3472 automatic refrigerator milk car
with platform, C5.
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2083 Lionel postwar 2018 black 2-6-4 steam loco, 248W tender, tender shell, tender frame with whistle and 6110 black 2-4-2
steam loco. The 2018 has been restored to look like new. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2084 Lionel postwar transformers; three type 1033 90-watt, type 1034 75-watt and type 1044 90-watt. One of the type 1033 has
a brittle cord and one 1033 has a white cord. The type 1034 and one of the 1033 have rusty bases and are C5. The other
three transformers are C6.

2085 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6414 Evans Auto-Loader missing the autos in a worn OB, 6560 crane with a red cab
that has been repainted black, 6560-25 Bucyrus Erie crane with a red cab, 6462 black NYC gondola and a 6014 white PRR
Baby Ruth boxcar. Cars are C6.

2086 Lionel postwar 2421 Maplewood, 2422 Chatham and 2423 Hillside observation that have all bee repainted in yellow and
red. Also included is a 2429 silver Livingston Pullman. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2087 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 1615T black slope-back tender, 1002 black gondola, 3357 Hydraulic Platform
Maintenance car with broken trucks that are missing wheels, 6076 black Lehigh Valley hopper, 6361 flatcar with three
wooden logs, 6465 orange two dome tank and a 6401 gray flatcar with no number. The cars are C6 except for the 3357.

2088 Lionel postwar 2035 black 2-6-4 steam loco, 6466W tender with a cracked shell and freight cars; 6465 silver Sunoco two
dome tank, 6456 maroon Lehigh Valley hopper, 6456 black Lehigh Valley hopper, 6462 black New York Central gondola,
6561 flatcar with no load, 2472 red Pennsylvania caboose and a 6257 red caboose. Please view photo to verify selection
and condition.

2089 Lionel postwar two 022 remote control switches with three controllers and one worn OB, 042 manual switch, O gauge
straight and curve track sections, trestle set and two 026 red bumpers. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2090 Lionel postwar pair of 1024 manual switches, 1020 90-degree crossover, pair of 1122 remote control switches, two 1122
remote control switches and four controllers, pair of 1121 remote control switches, two 1121 remote control switches, type
1026 25-watt transformer and three 6019 remote control track sections. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.

2091 Selection of Lionel parts and accessories. Also included are coal loads and other miscellaneous parts. Please view photo
to verify selection and condition.

2092 Lionel postwar curve and straight track sections and three RCS remote control track sets all with controllers and one in an
OB. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2093 Plasticville fence sections, Plasticville school building, log cabin retreat missing the cabin in OB and a Britains LTD.
plastic lawn set. also included are a selection of plastic vehicles, figures and accessories. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2094 Selection of metal and die cast figures and vehicles. Also included are three strings of vintage Christmas lights. Please
view photo to verify selection and condition.

2095 Selection of Greenbergs and TMs price guides, Erie Railroad books, Model Railroading paperback book, Craftsman Outfits
catalog and a Sunday River Productions The Legendary Trolley of Pittsburgh (and Johnstown) VHS tape factory sealed in
packaging. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2096 Electro-Nuclear Devices, Inc. two Audio-Engineers one with instruction sheet both in OBs. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2097 Japanese tin lithograph toys including; windup tractor, forklift no. 200 and a San Francisco Cable Car with Powell & Main
Sts. and Bay & Taylor Sts. sign, C6.
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2098 Lionel postwar accessories; four 252 crossing gates, three 153 automatic block control signals, 022 switch, two 020 90degree crossings, four 020X 45-degree crossings, 6019 remote control track section and miscellaneous parts. Also
included is a Gong Bell Mfg. street lamp with fire box. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will
be sold as is with no returns.

2099 Lionel postwar type KW 190-watt transformer with broken handles, pair of 042 manual O gauge switches and O gauge
curve and straight track sections. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no
returns.

2100 Lionel postwar 60 trolley with two-piece bumper and instruction sheet in OB. The roof has one small melt mark, otherwise
trolley is C7. The OB has tape repaired flaps and shows wear.

2101 Lionel postwar 218 Santa Fe Alco AA diesel units. The front skirt is broken out on the power unit. The skirt on the
dummy unit is cracked. One truck is loose from the dummy A unit. Units are C4.

2102 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6801 flatcar with boat that has blue hull and white deck, 6802 flatcar missing two girders, 6819
flatcar missing the helicopter, 6519 Allis Chalmers car missing hand rails and a 6017 gray A.T.&S.F. caboose. The 6802
and 6519 are missing the brakewheels and are C5. The other cars are C6.

2103 Lionel postwar 2065 black 4-6-4 steam loco with a 6026W tender. The loco is C6-7. The tender has a broken step and is
C5.

2104 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6462 black NYC gondola with two wooden barrels, 6462 red NYC gondola, 6414
Evans Auto Loader with three vehicles, missing one vehicle and a 6356 yellow NYC stock car, C6.

2105 Lionel postwar steam loco missing both pilot and trailing trucks and a 6466W tender. The loco has been repainted and the
tender is C5. Also included is a no. 60 trolley with a two-piece bumper. The trolley pole and front window insert are
missing. Trolley is C6.

2106 Lionel postwar freight cars; 3482 automatic refrigerated milk car with five milk cans and platform, 6465 silver Sunoco two
dome tank, 3461 green log dump car with two wooden logs and a 6257 red caboose. Cars are C5.

2107 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watt transformer. One of the handles is bent and the cord is brittle, otherwise transformer is
C6.

2108 Lionel postwar accessories; type 1033 90-watt transformer, type 1053 60-watt transformer, two red no. 260 bumpers, two
bottles of smoke pellets, no. 90 controller, two CTC lockons, two 6019 remote control track sections one with a controller,
160 bin and a pair of 1024 manual switches and a 1024 manual switch. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.

2109 Plasticville, U.S.A. building kits including; SC-4 school house, PO-1 U.S. Post office, DH-2 hardware & pharmacy, DE-7
diner, CC-8 church, CS-5 5 and 10 cent store, CC-9 church and a SM-7 super market kit all in OBs. The kits are complete,
C7-8.

2110 Plasticville U.S.A. accessory kits including; RA-6 Railroad accessories, LM-3 freight station kit and PF-4 plastic people
with color kit all in OBs. Also included is a Unlimited Plastics Corp. Southern Colonial home, Bachmann Bros. Build A
House toy house kit and LC-2 Log cabin, rustic fence and tree kit and a Model Hobbies Model Railroad tree & bush
assortment all in OBs. The kits are complete, C7-8.

2111 Plasticville U.S.A. HS-6 hospital kit and a AP-1 airport hangar kit both in OBs. Kits are complete, C7-8.
2112 Lionel postwar 2343 Santa Fe F3 AA diesel unit. The power unit has heavy battery damage and the dummy unit is missing
all portholes. Both units have paint touch ups. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
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2113 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6672 Santa Fe boxcar with blue lettering, 6672 Santa Fe Boxcar with black lettering,
two 6356 yellow NYC stock car and a 6376 Circus Car stock car with incorrect plastic trucks. Cars are C6.

2114 Lionel postwar two pairs 2023 Union Pacific Alco AA diesel units. One of the power units has a broken pilot skirt and has
a crack in the nose. One of the dummy A units has a cracked shell in the rear. Also included is a 2023 Union Pacific Alco
power A diesel unit. All of the shells are warped. The roof on the lone power A unit has been painted. Please view photo
to verify selection and condition.

2115 Lionel postwar two 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank cars, 6561 flatcar with two reels, 6257 caboose and a 3620 rotating
searchlight car with a broken coupler all in OBs. Also included is a 3461 log dump car with five wooden logs. Cars are
C6. Boxes are worn.

2116 Lionel postwar 623 Santa Fe NW2 switcher and a 624 Chesapeake & Ohio NW2 Stitcher. The 624 is missing a stack. The
switchers are C5.

2117 Lionel postwar operating freight cars; 3662 milk car, two 3484 Pennsylvania boxcar and a 3424 Wabash boxcar. One of
the 3484 boxcar trucks has had weights added to them. Cars are C6.

2118 Lionel postwar green passenger cars including; 2400 Maplewood Pullman, 2402 Chatham Pullman and a 2401 Hillside
observation. The 2400 Pullman has a broken corner, the 2402 has painted roof and a small hole on one of the ends. The
2401 has a silver roof. Also included is a 2422 Chatham Pullman with black lettering and a 2436 Summit observation with
red lettering. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2119 Lionel postwar 2373 Canadian Pacific F3 ABA diesel units. All three shells are restored. The power A unit has one
motor, has a repainted postwar chassis and one broken horn. The dummy A unit has a modern era chassis. Please view
photo to verify condition.

2120 Lionel postwar three type KW 190-watt transformers with one worn and damaged OB. The transformers have rusty bases
and are missing parts. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2121 Lionel postwar boxcars including; 3464 AT&SF, 6454 Pennsylvania, two 6454 Erie and a 6454 Southern Pacific with two
6454 OBs that are worn. Some of the cars have broken catwalks. Cars are C5.

2122 Lionel postwar four no. 50 gang cars with one worn OB. The gang cars are missing men. Also included is a 3927 track
cleaning car missing parts and tanks.

Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is.

2123 Lionel postwar 397 operating coal loader with a blue generator and a 456 coal ramp with controller and 3456 black Norfolk
and Western hopper. The 397 has a broken shield. The 397 and 456 are C5.

2124 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 3424 operating Wabash brakeman car 359-55 twin dump car, 6362-55 flatcars, 2460
Bucyrus Erie crane car, 3460 flatcar with two vans and a 6419 D.L.& W work caboose. One of the vans on the 3460 has
been repainted. The hopper has rusty trucks. Cars are C5.

2125 Lionel postwar 2333 Santa Fe F3 AA diesel units. The cabs have restored cabs with incorrect louvered roofs. The power
A unit has a broken horn.

2126 Lionel postwar three 6472 refrigerator cars with two worn OBs, two 6656 yellow stock cars, three 6465 silver Sunoco two
dome tanks in worn OBs and two 6457 cabooses. Cars are C5.

2127 Lionel postwar 164 operating log loader with a 97C controller and a 364 log loader with a 364C controller. The 164 is C5
and the 364 is C4.

2128 Lionel postwar 2026 black 2-6-2 steam loco with a 6466WX tender and a 2037 black 2-6-4 steam loco with a 6026T
tender. The rims on the wheels of the 2026 have been painted white. Loco and tenders are C5.
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2129 Lionel postwar 282 and 282R portal gantry cranes with one 282C controller. The 282 crane is missing the stack. Cranes
are C5.

2130 Lionel postwar boxcars; 6464 silver Western Pacific type I with blue lettering, two 6464-50 Minneapolis & St. Louis type I
and a 6464-275 State of Maine BAR type IIa. One of the 6464-50 has an incorrect base that has had weights added to it
and is C4. The rest of the cars are C5.

2131 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watt transformer, C5.
2132 Lionel postwar aluminum passenger cars including; 2534 Silver Bluff Pullman, two 2532 Silver Range vista dome and
three 2531 Silver Dawn observations. One of the observation cars is missing a set of trucks. Some name plates are
missing from the cars. Cars are C5.

2133 Lionel postwar aluminum Santa Fe passenger cars with red stripes including; 2562 Regal Pass vista dome, 2563 Indian
Falls Pullman and two 2561 Vista Valley observation. Also included is a selection of red stripes. One of the observation
cars has the pieces off of the back and pieces are included. Some of the stripes and silhouettes are missing from the cars.
Cars are C5.

2134 Lionel postwar 250 black 2-4-2 steam loco with orange stripe and 233 black 2-4-2 steam loco. Also included are two
1130T tenders. Both tenders have one broken step. Loco and tenders are C5.

2135 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 2465 silver Sunoco two dome tank, 3454 PRR automatic merchandise car, two 2454
Baby Ruth boxcars with PRR logos, one with a worn and taped OB and two 2452X black Pennsylvania gondolas with one
worn and taped OB, C5.

2136 Lionel postwar 2344 New York Central F3 A diesel unit. The portholes are all missing. There is battery damage and a
crack on the back side of the unit. Please view photo for condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2137 Lionel postwar three dome tank car and four 6465 tank cars which have all been restored. Also included is a 6465 silver
Sunoco two dome tank. Please view photo to verify condition.

2138 Lionel postwar NW2 switchers; 601 Seaboard, 610 Erie and a 621 Jersey Central. The 621 has a broken coupler which is
included. All cabs are cracked and all frames have rust. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will
be sold as is with no returns.

2139 Lionel postwar 6657 Rio Grande caboose with incorrect coil coupler trucks and a 6119 D.L.&W work caboose missing the
smoke stack in a worn OB. Cars are C7.

2140 Lionel postwar 243W tender, C8 and a 1130T tender C7.
2141 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6436 black Lehigh Valley hopper, two 6555 silver Sunoco tanks, two 6415 silver
Sunoco three dome tanks, 6362-55 flatcar missing load, 6561 depressed center flatcar with two reels and a 6419 D.L.&W.
work caboose with black paint touchup. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is
with no returns.

2142 Lionel postwar four pairs of 022 remote control switches all complete with controllers, plugs and lamp cases in OBs.
There are individual boxes for all of the controllers. Some of the wires on the controllers are brittle. Switches are C6.

2143 Lionel postwar 2378 Milwaukee Road F3 AB diesel units. The A unit is missing the motors and has battery damage. Both
the cabs are reproduction. The A unit frame has been repainted. Please view photo to verify condition.

2144 Lionel postwar accessories; 153 automatic block signal with a 153C contactor, 154 automatic road crossing signal, 140
banjo signal with a 145C contactor and two 145 automatic gateman with 145C contactors all in OBs except for one of the
145 gateman. The 140 banjo signal is C7. The rest of the accessories are C5.
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2145 Lionel postwar 6466WX tender and a 1615T slope-back tender, C6.
2146 Lionel postwar 317 gray trestle bridge and three 110 gray trestle sets, one with instruction sheet in OBs. Please view photo
to verify condition.

2147 Lionel postwar Scout loco and freight cars including; 1001 black 2-4-2 steam loco missing the trailing truck, 1001T tender,
two 1002 black gondolas, three 1005 gray Sunoco tanks, two 1004 orange Baby Ruth boxcars with PRR logos and a 1007
caboose. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2148 Lionel postwar Scout freight cars all in worn OBs including; 1001T tender, two 1002 gondolas, one blue and one black,
two 1005 gray Sunoco tanks, 1004 orange Baby Ruth boxcar with a PRR logo and a 1007 caboose, C6-7.

2149 Lionel postwar Scout freight cars including; 1001T tender, three 1002 gondolas, two black and one blue, 1004 orange Baby
Ruth boxcar with a PRR logo and two 1005 gray Sunoco tanks, C6. The tender, two of the gondolas and one of the tanks
are in worn OBs.

2150 Lionel postwar two 2243 Santa Fe F3 powered A diesel units. One of the units is a C6 and the other unit has battery
damage and is C5.

2151 Lionel postwar four pairs of 1122 remote control switches all with controllers in OBs. The wires on the controllers are
brittle. Switches are C5.

2152 Lionel postwar 2343 Santa Fe F3 dummy A unit, C5.
2153 Lionel postwar accessories; four 145C contactors, 56 lamp post, 89 flag pole, three 151 semaphores, 155 bell ringing
signal, two 145 automatic gateman, 154 automatic highway signal missing cross buck, 260 bumper in worn OB and a LTC
lockon in worn OB. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2154 Lionel postwar 6462 New York Central gondolas; four 6462 black, one green and four red. Also included is a 6362 red
New York Central gondola. Some of the gondolas have been painted. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2155 Lionel postwar accessories; 97 coal elevator with repainted roof and a 96C controller, no. 30 water tower with a 96C
controller and a broken tower and a 445 operating switch tower with a 145C contactor in OB. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2156 Lionel postwar three orange 3656 cattle cars and two 3462 automatic milk cars. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.

2157 Lionel postwar transformers; type 1034 75-watt, type 1033 90-watt, type R 110-watt and a type S 80-watt all in worn OBs
except for the type 1033. Please view photo to verify condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2158 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6066T tender, 6464-725 orange New Haven type IV boxcar, 6822 night crew searchlight car
missing a truck in OB, two 6025 black Gulf tanks and two 6482 refrigerator cars, one in an OB, C5-6.

2159 Plasticville, U.S.A. large selection of building and accessory kits and parts. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2160 Lionel postwar tenders including; 6466T, 6466W and a 6026T. All tenders have been repainted. Please view photo to
verify condition.

2161 Lionel postwar ten UCS remote control track sections, some with instruction sheets and five no. 020 90-degree crossings
all in OBs except for one of the crossings. Some of the wires on the UCS controllers are brittle. One of the crossings is C8
and the rest of the crossings and UCS track sections are C6.
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2162 Lionel postwar large selection of freight cars including; flatcars and cabooses. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2163 Lionel postwar large selection of 022 remote control switches, three 042 manual switches and three worn OBs. Also
included is a box of switch controllers, lens covers, voltage plugs and bulbs.
condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

Please view photo to verify selection and

2164 Lionel postwar heavyweight passenger cars that have been restored in green and lettered Atlantic Coast Line. One of the
cars has a broken step. Also included is a wooden scale New York Central baggage car. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2165 Lionel postwar selection of 1122 remote control switches, 1022 manual switches, controllers and 6019 remote control track
set with controllers. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2166 Lionel postwar selection of parts including; tenders, loco shells, motors, accessories, inserts, domes and searchlight. Please
view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2167 Lionel postwar selection of cranes and crane parts, cattle car, searchlights and transformer car that has a broken truck
which is included. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2168 Lionel postwar two 310 billboard sets, one incomplete with only two billboards in OB, extra billboards, Noma station,
metal building and lamp posts. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no
returns.

2169 Lionel postwar selection of UCS remote control track sections with controllers in OBs, lockons, whistle controllers, control
buttons and contactors. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2170 Lionel postwar selection of trucks. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no
returns.

2171 Lionel postwar large selection of original boxes only. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be
sold as is with no returns.

2172 Colber 33 containers of coal in original boxes. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as
is with no returns.

2173 Colber seventeen 111 bumpers with instructions in OBs, C7-8. The OBs have nice color graphics.
2174 Lionel postwar 2028 Pennsylvania GP7 diesel. The diesel is missing hand rails and the frame has rust. Diesel is C4.
2175 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6462 black NYC gondola, 6456 maroon Lehigh Valley hopper, 6656 yellow stock
car and 6257 red caboose. The 6462 and 6456 are C6. The 6656 and 6257 are C7.

2176 Lionel postwar 42 Picatinny Arsenal switcher. A couple of the window struts are cracked and the frame has flaking paint.
Switcher is C5.

2177 Lionel postwar operating freight cars; 3456 black Norfolk and Western hopper, X3464 AT&SF boxcar and a 3461 log
dump car with five wooden logs., C6-7.

2178 Lionel postwar 682 black 6-8-6 steam turbine loco and a 2046W tender with original cardboard insert both in worn OBs.
The loco is C6. The tender has one broken step, one repaired step and the frame has been repainted.

2179 Lionel postwar 3356 horse car with corral and four horses and a 3662 operating milk car with stand and five milk cans in a
worn OB. The 3356 car has a broken section on the top fence. Car and corral are C5. The milk car is C6 and the stand is
C5.
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2180 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6434 Poultry Dispatch, 3484-25 AT&SF operating boxcar and a 3484 operating
Pennsylvania boxcar. One of the plastic panels on the inside of the 6434 is a reproduction. One of the corners is chipped
on the 3484-25. The 3484 is C7 and the other two cars are C6.

2181 Lionel postwar accessories; type 1033 90-watt transformer, 022 remote control switch with controller with original
cardboard insert, 020 90-degree crossover, 1020 90-degree crossover, 1023 45-degree crossover and a 450 signal bridge.
The crossovers are in worn OBs. The switch is missing the lens cap. The transformer has a brittle cord. Accessories are
C6.

2182 Lionel postwar two 6475 Pickle vat car and a 6646 orange stock car with a chipped catwalk. Both Pickle vat cars have all
four steps broken. Cars have some rust and are C5.

2183 Lionel postwar freight cars; 3470 target launcher, 6448 exploding target range boxcar missing the pin and a 6470
explosives boxcar all in reproduction boxes. The cars are C5.

2184 Lionel postwar 217 Boston & Maine Alco AB diesel units, C5-6.
2185 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 3444 Erie cop and hobo car, 3650 searchlight car, 6800 flatcar with a reproduction
airplane in reproduction box and a 6417 Pennsylvania porthole caboose in a worn OB. Also included is a no. 50 gang car
that is cracked. The cars are C5.

2186 Lionel postwar type ZW 250-watt transformer in a reproduction box with inserts, C5.
2187 Lionel postwar 6464-325 Baltimore & Ohio Sentinel type IIb boxcar in a reproduction box. One decal has minor flaking
on the edges. Car is C6-7.

2188 Lionel postwar 6464-275 State of Maine BAR type IIa and a 6464-400 Baltimore & Ohio type IIb boxcar in a worn OB.
Cars are C5.

2189 Lionel postwar 2032 Erie Alco AA diesel unit. All decals have been replaced on both Alco units. The roof on the dummy
A unit is warped. Unit are C6.

2190 Lionel selection of postwar parts and accessories. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be
sold as is with no returns.

2191 Lionel postwar 1110 black 2-4-2 steam loco, 1002 black gondola, X-1004 orange Baby Ruth boxcar with a PRR logo and a
1007 caboose. The corner of the caboose is broken and the boxcar is cracked. Also included are two prewar O gauge
lithographed freight cars including a 1679 Baby Ruth boxcar missing a door and a 1682 NYC caboose. Cars are C4-5.

2192 Lionel postwar set box only for a 2525WS freight set, circa 1958 that contained a 746 N&W loco, 746W tender, 342
culvert loader with 6342 culvert gondola, 345 operating culvert unloader with 6342 culvert gondola, 6519 Allis Chalmers
car, 6518 transformer car, 6560-25 crane and a 6419-100 N&W work caboose. The box is complete with all flaps, has tape
and is worn.

2193 Lionel postwar original set box only for a 505 (1531W) Burlington GP7 freight set, circa 1955. Set box is complete with
all flaps and shows minor wear.

2194 Lionel postwar set box only for a 2527 Missile Launcher set, circa 1959-60. The box is complete with all flaps and shows
minor wear.

2195 Lionel postwar original boxes only for a 2243C Santa Fe B unit, 2344C New York Central B unit, 2332 Pennsylvania GG1
and a 2350 New Haven EP-5 electric loco. Also included are four engine reproduction boxes and a Type ZW transformer
reproduction box. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.
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2196 Lionel selection of postwar original boxes only including; 6035, 3562, 3464, 6119-25, 6419, 6457, 153, 3469X, 3361X,
6456. two 2432, 2436 and a box for 022C controllers, plugs and lamps. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2197 Lionel postwar aluminum passenger cars including; 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman, 2534 Silver Bluff Pullman and a 2531
Silver Dawn observation. These cars are the version with the name plates attached with round head rivets. The 2533 has a
crack on one end of the frame near the coupler. Cars are C6.

2198 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6462 black New York Central gondola, 3464 Santa Fe boxcar in OB, 6465 silver Sunoco two
dome tank in OB, two X3464 New York Central boxcar, 6656 yellow stock car, 6257 caboose and a 6457 caboose that has
a broken step. Cars are C5-6.

2199 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6462 black New York Central gondola, 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank, 3656 orange stock
car with corral and ramp, two 3472 milk cars with one platform and 6457 caboose. Cars C5-6.

2200 Lionel postwar four pairs of 022 remote control switches all complete with lamps, plugs and controllers, one in OB with
original cardboard inserts and one pair in original cardboard inserts only, C6. Also included is one box for controllers and
an instruction sheet.

2201 Lionel postwar 237 black 2-4-2 steam loco with a 234W tender. The loco has a crack in the shell in front of the cab. The
tender is C7.

2202 Lionel postwar accessories; two 154 automatic road crossing signal, one in a box with a 154C connector, 151 semaphore
and a 145 gateman with a missing sign and man and a 145C contactor, C5.

2203 Lionel postwar freight cars; X3464 Santa Fe boxcar, X3464 New York Central boxcar, 3472 automatic refrigerated milk
car missing a door, 3559 dump car missing a coupler, 6456 black Lehigh Valley hopper and a 2357 caboose with a
missing smoke stack, C4-5.

2204 Lionel postwar transformers; three type RW 110-watts, type Q 75-watts with instruction sheet and a 1073 60-watt all in
OBs except for the 1073. The OBs are discolored and show wear. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2205 Bachmann Bros. Inc. Plasticville kits including; 1620-100 loading platform, 1800-149 gas station, 1630-100 Cape Cod
home, 1618-100 TV transmitting station, LC-2 log cabin kit, 1615-100 water tank, 1606-100 barnyard animals, 1804-149
greenhouse, 1600-100 church, 1601-100 barn, 1629-100 bungalow and a 3-F platform fence and gate unit all in OBs. The
kits all appear to be complete, C7-8.

2206 Lionel postwar 2340 dark green Pennsylvania GG1 cab shell only. The paint is flaking on the shell and there is some rust,
C5.

2207 Lionel postwar 132 Lionelville illuminated station in a worn OB. Also included is a Noma station. The stations are C5
2208 H & H Sales & Mfg. Co. three lithographed houses, C6. Also included is an American Flyer prewar O gauge lithographed
no. 90 Hyde Park Station, C7.

2209 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6456 gray Lehigh Valley hopper, 6456 maroon Lehigh Valley hopper, 6462 black NYC
gondola, 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank, 6461 searchlight car base, 3520 searchlight car, two 6417 Pennsylvania
porthole cabooses, 6457 caboose and a 50 gang car. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be
sold as is with no returns.

2210 Lionel postwar selection of UCS remote control track sections with controllers and eight OBs, two 6019 remote control
track sections with controllers in OBs, RCS remote control track sections with three OBs and controllers. Also included
are two 020 90-degree crossings and two 020X 45-degree crossings with worn OBs. Please view photo to verify selection
and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.
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2211 Lionel postwar accessories; pair of 042 manual control switches in OB, two pairs of 022 remote control switches with
controllers and lamps, two pair of 022 remote control switches with no controllers, one pair of 1121 remote control
switches with no controllers and two 167 whistle controllers in OBs with original cardboard inserts, C5-6.

2212 Lionel postwar selection of accessories and parts including; lockons, SP smoke pellets, barrels, lamps and controllers.
Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2213 Lionel postwar original boxes only including; 1044, two 3464, 6417-1, 3482, 50, 51, 3461-25, 6257, 6456-25, 3444, 6464
-425, 2343P and 2350. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2214 Lionel postwar 2343P/2343T Santa Fe F3 AA diesel units with instruction sheet and operating booklet. All of the
portholes are missing on the units. Units are C5. There is a worn OB for the 2343P.

2215 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6462 red New York Central gondola, 6456 black Lehigh Valley hopper, 3461 log
dump car missing logs with a 160 bin , X3464 New York Central boxcar, 6555 silver Sunoco tank and a 6457 caboose, C5.
The X3464, 6555, 3461 and 6457 cars are in worn OBs.

2216 Lionel postwar two 395 aluminum floodlight towers in worn OBs, C7-8.
2217 Lionel postwar 45N gateman and a 364 lumber loader. The gateman is C5 and the lumber loader is C6.
2218 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watt transformer with instruction sheet in worn OB that has original cardboard inserts, C7.
2219 American Flyer prewar O gauge freight set including; 561 black 4-6-2 steam loco, 558 tender. 476 green gondola, 478
white boxcar with red roof, 480 orange Shell tank and a 484 red caboose all in worn OBs. The set is C5. Also included is
an American Flyer 612 freight and passenger station with crane, C4.

2220 American Flyer S gauge 755 Mystic talking station with control button, needle and record in a worn OB, 596 operating
water tower and four 579 green street lights. The station and tower are C4 and the street lights are C6.

2221 American Flyer S gauge 23743 track maintenance car, C7.
2222 American Flyer S gauge freight cars including; 632 gray die cast Virginian hopper with four broken steps, 717 unloading
log car, 715 flatcar with a TootsieToy U.S. Army tank and a 630 red Reading caboose. The 715 and 630 are C6 and the
other two cars are C5.

2223 American Flyer S gauge set of 749 Boulevard lamps in individual boxes and outer master carton. Also included is a 579
green street light with light bulb in individual OB and OB that has original cardboard. The 749 lamps are C7-8 and the
579 is C7.

2224 American Flyer S gauge accessories including; no. 26 service kit with instruction sheet and original cardboard insert, 424
rubber sleepers and an AF-100 R.R. spike setter all in OBs. Also included is a Bachmann green plastic toy house kit in
OB. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2225 American Flyer S gauge 755A Mystic talking station with control button, needle and two records, C6.
2226 American Flyer S gauge 355 Chicago Northwestern System Baldwin loco with a missing horn, C7.
2227 American Flyer S gauge 302 black 4-4-2 Reading Atlantic loco and tender and freight cars including; 629 Missouri Pacific
stock car, 633 Baltimore & Ohio reefer, 625 silver Shell tank, 625 Gulf tank that has been repainted, 803 Santa Fe boxcar
that has been repainted, 631 Texas & Pacific gondola, 630 Reading caboose and a 630 caboose that has been repainted.
Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2228 American Flyer S gauge 342DC NKP 0-8-0 switcher, an O gauge 565 black loco cab only and a Reading Lines AFL tender
shell only Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.
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2229 American Flyer S gauge two pairs of 720 remote control switches with controllers, two 725 90-degree crossings, whistle
controller, air chime controller, uncouplers, control buttons and parts. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2230 American Flyer S gauge selection of curve and straight track sections. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2231 American Flyer transformers including; 15B 110-watts, two 4B 100-watts, 2B 75-watts, 1A 40-watts and a 19508 10-watts
Pike-Master. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2232 American Flyer produced by Mini-Craft 274 Harbor Junction freight station. The station is missing the smoke stack and
other parts, C6.

2233 Marx New York Central two-tone gray passenger cars including; three 234 coaches, 234 vista dome and two 236 Meteor
observation cars, C5.

2234 Marx freight set no. including; 490 black 0-4-0 steam loco, 961 eight-wheel slope-back New York Central tender, 347100
Pennsylvania gondola, Erie log car missing load and a 18326 NYC Pacemaker caboose. Also included is a 999 black 2-4-2
steam loco with a 951 eight-wheel New York Central tender. The 999 engine has one section of step broken off on one
side. The 951 tender is C4, the rest of the cars and engines are C6.

2235 Marx 999 black 2-4-2 steam loco with a 951 eight-wheel New York Central tender and lithographed eight-wheel 3/16 scale
freight cars including; 254000 Baltimore & Ohio gondola, 17899 Texas & Pacific gondola, two 44572 Chesapeake & Ohio
hoppers, two 652 Shell tank cars, 13079 Lehigh New England hopper, 70311 Pennsylvania boxcar and a 92812 Reading
caboose, C5.

2236 Marx lithographed four-wheel freight cars; New York Central tender, 91257 Seaboard gondola, 80982 Wabash gondola
and two 556 New York Central cabooses, C5. Also included are Hafner lithographed four-wheel freight cars including;
tender, 91876 gondola, 1010 tank and a 3057 caboose, C6.

2237 Marx accessories including; 413A switchman tower, two 418 crossing signals with bells, two 416A floodlight towers, 423
crossing signal with flashing light and four 438 crossing signal automatic gates, three with black crossing signal posts and
one with a red crossing signal post, C5.

2238 Marx accessories; 1303 black Erie girder bridge, crossing gate with a broken cross buck, 446 revolving beacon tower and a
422 gantry crane. Also included is a Colberville water tower. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot
will be sold as is with no returns.

2239 Marx selection of automatic and manual switches, 90-degree crossovers and a transformer. Also included is a large
selection of O27 straight and curve track sections. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be
sold as is with no returns.

2240 Kusan U.S. Army atomic freight set including; X2716 Alco diesel, 42010 flatcar with atomic cannon, 1389 flatcar missing
missile, 30100 reactor car, a 20200 caboose, transformer and track sections. The 1389 flatcar has a broken piece. The set
is C6.

2241 Marx 404 block signal, 423 twin light crossing flasher, water tank, telegraph posts, crossing gates, floodlight tower,
switches, 90-degree crossover, tunnel (manufacturer unknown) and a green New York Central Lines steam engine cab
only. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2242 Tyco HO gauge selection of locomotives, freight cars, transformers and track. Some of the items are in original boxes.
Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2243 Mantua-Tyco HO gauge selection of diesel locomotives and freight cars. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.
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2244 Bachmann HO gauge selection of Union Pacific locos, freight cars and track. Some of the items are in original boxes.
Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2245 Rivarossi HO gauge Union Pacific 4-8-8-4 steam loco, Indiana Harbor Belt loco and tender and a PRR caboose. Also
included is an American Flyer HO New York Central caboose no. 516. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2246 AHM, Life-Like, Model Power and miscellaneous HO gauge selection of locos, freights and track. Some of the items are
in OBs. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2247 Mantua, Varney, Athearn, Kemtron and miscellaneous HO gauge selection of locos, passenger cars and freight cars. Some
items are in OBs. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2248 HO gauge a selection of accessories, transformers, parts, Atlas track and switches Please view photo to verify selection
and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2249 Ungar auto race set no. 311-1000 in a worn OB. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold
as is with no returns.

2250 Williams Crown Edition no. 5300 brass PRR E6s 4-4-2 steam loco and tender in OB with Styrofoam insert. Loco and
tender have been test run, C9.

2251 Williams Crown Edition no. 5016 brass Lackawanna camelback 4-6-0 steam loco and tender in OB with Styrofoam insert,
C8.

2252 Williams Crown Edition no. 5001 brass PRR K-4s 4-6-2 steam loco and tender in OB with Styrofoam insert, C8.
2253 Williams Crown Edition brass four-car freight set no. 799 including; Pennsylvania boxcar, Baltimore & Ohio hopper,
Shell tank and a New York Central caboose in OB with foam inserts. Set is C9-10.

2254 Williams Crown Edition brass O scale cabooses including two 1102 Reading, 1011 Pennsylvania and a New Jersey Central
Railroad all in OBs with Styrofoam inserts. One of the Reading cabooses is C9-10. The other three cabooses are C8.

2255 Williams Crown Edition no. 854 Lackawanna FM Train Master in OB with Styrofoam insert, C7-8.
2256 Williams Crown Edition no. 4205 Erie Lackawanna EMD SD-45 in OB with Styrofoam insert and outer shipping carton,
C8.

2257 Williams Lackawanna Madison five-car passenger car set no. 701 in OB with Styrofoam insert. The top of the roofs on the
cars have paint flaking. Cars are C7-8.

2258 Williams E7-210 PRR Tuscan ET AA diesel units in OB with Styrofoam insert and outer shipping carton, C8.
2259 Williams silver no. 801 and no. 802 Pennsylvania commuter passenger cars in OBs with Styrofoam inserts, C8.
2260 Williams two F7-102 Baltimore & Ohio AA diesels in a worn Styrofoam insert. Both diesels are powered with dual
motors, C8.

2261 Williams E60-503 NJ Transit E60 power A electric diesel unit numbered 967 with horn in OB with Styrofoam insert, C8.
2262 Williams NJ Transit E60 power A diesel unit numbered 960 in a worn OB with Styrofoam insert, C5.
2263 Williams EP200 New Haven EP-5 AA diesel loco units set numbered 370 and 371 in OBs with Styrofoam insert. The
power unit has dual motors. Units are C9.
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2264 Williams no. 721 New Haven 72 ft. scale Madison passenger car set in OB with Styrofoam inserts. Also included is a 731
New Haven 72 ft. scale Madison passenger car in OB with Styrofoam insert, C9.

2265 Williams FM509 Rio Grande FM Train Master Power A unit with horn numbered 562 in OB with Styrofoam insert, C9-10.
2266 K-Line K3419-0227CC die cast CNJ 4-6-6T tank engine numbered 227 in OB with outer shipping carton, C8.
2267 K-Line K623-1471A DL&W scale die cast freight cars including; K751-1471 Phoebe Snow boxcar, K652-1471 gondola
w/scrap load & covers and a K623-1471 hopper all factory new in individual boxes and outer master carton, C10.

2268 K-Line K-28802 PRR E-8 AA diesel engines with Lionel Train Master Command Control and Lionel RailSounds in OB.
Locos have very light run time, C8-9.

2269 K-Line Classic Steel scale extruded aluminum passenger car K4680-2100 PRR Business car no. 1000 in OB, C9-10.
2270 K-Line Lackawanna F-3 units; K2538-8011 power A unit, K2538-8012 B dummy unit and a K2538-8013 power A unit all
in OBs. All units are equipped with Lionel Train Master Command Control and RailSounds. The AA units have very light
run time, C8-9. The B unit has never been run C9.

2271 K-Line Heavyweight six K44251 Lackawanna coaches in OBs with outer shipping carton, C8.
2272 K-Line O scale Lackawanna aluminum passenger cars including; K4638-30004 Railway Post Office car, K4638-30006
Tobyhanna sleeper, K4638-30003 diner and a K4638-30005 Tavern Lounge all in individual OBs with outer shipping
carton. Also included is a two pack of O scale Lackawanna aluminum passenger cars including; K4638-30007 Cohocton
sleeper and a K4638-30002 coach in individual OBs and outer shipping carton. The cars are C8.

2273 K-Line O scale two K765-1531 Erie Lackawanna Classic boxcars and K762-1471 Phoebe Snow Classic wood-sided reefer
all in OBs, C8.

2274 K-Line two Pennsylvania commuter cars, one numbered 602 and one numbered 612, C8.
2275 K-Line Pennsylvania Fleet of Modernism streamliners passenger cars including; K4580-5468 RPO baggage, K4580-7458
baggage, K4580-8018 Imperial Trail Pullman, K4580-6700 combine, K4580-4423 diner and a K4580-8115 Federal View
observation in individual boxes, C9.

2276 K-Line K632-6101 FDNY fire fighter tank car in OB, C10.
2277 Atlas O gauge F-2/F-3 Ph.1 Lackawanna 3-Rail TMCC diesel units including; 1613-1 power A unit, 1614-2 powered B
unit and a 1613-2 powered A unit in OBs with Styrofoam inserts. All cars are equipped with Lionel Train Master Control
and RailSounds, C8.

2278 Atlas Erie Lackawanna switcher numbered 361 with some of the hand rails broken off, C7.
2279 Atlas O gauge 3 rail freight cars including; 8753-2 Lehigh & New England 1923 40 ft. steel boxcar, 0502-1 Pennsylvania
40 foot sliding door boxcar, 0502-2 Pennsylvania 40 ft. sliding door boxcar and a 0627-2 Pennsylvania gondola all in OBs,
C10.

2280 Atlas O gauge freight cars including; 6243 Chesapeake & Ohio reefer in OB and a Monon boxcar in an incorrect box, C9.
2281 Lionel 11745 U.S. Navy freight set complete with track and transformer in set box with original cardboard inserts, C8.
2282 Lionel 11905 U.S. Coast Guard freight set complete with track and transformer in set box with original cardboard inserts,
C8.
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2283 Lionel TTUX flatcar sets including; 16334 Chicago & Northwestern, 16345 Southern Pacific, 16360 Norfolk & Western
and a 16322 Sealand all in OBs. The sets have light run time, C8-9.

2284 Lionel 11726 Erie Lackawanna freight set complete with track and transformer in individual OBs and set box, C8.
2285 Lionel Erie Lackawanna 8759 GP9 power unit, 8760 GP9 dummy unit and freight cars including; 16373 flatcar with
stakes, 6210 gondola, 19809 operating boxcar, 9726 boxcar and a 6425 caboose all in OBs. The diesels are C7-8 and the
freight cars are C8-9.

2286 Lionel 8970 Pennsylvania F3 AA units and a 8060 Tuscan red Pennsylvania F3 B unit both in OBs, C8.
2287 Lionel aluminum Pennsylvania passenger cars including; 9570 baggage, 9571 William Penn, 9572 Molly Pitcher, 9573
Betsy Ross vista dome, 9575 Thomas A. Edison and a 9574 Alexander Hamilton observation all in OBs, C7-8.

2288 Lionel 39154 Congressional aluminum passenger car two-pack including; 39155 baggage and a 39156 Robert Morris
dining both in individual OBs, master carton and outer shipping carton, C10.

2289 Lionel 8952 Pennsylvania F3 AA diesel units and a 8059 F3 B unit both in OBs, C9.
2290 Lionel 12781 NW intermodal crane in OB, C8.
2291 Lionel 2316 remote control operating NW gantry crane with controller and a 2324 operating switch tower both in OBs, C7.
The crane controller has some paint on it.

2292 Lionel 1766 service station set including; 8766 RDC-4 baggage, 8767 RDC-1 passenger car and a 8768 RDC-1 passenger
car all in individual OBs and outer master carton. The 8766 is C7 and the other two cars are C8.

2293 Lionel 12948 Bascule Bridge 313 in OB, C9.
2294 Lionel 11828 NJ Transit Ready-to-run electric train set in OB with original cardboard insets. The set is missing the track.
Set is C8.

2295 Lionel 11833 NJ Transit 1997 Ready-to-Run electric train set complete with track and transformer in OB with original
cardboard inserts, C8.

2296 Lionel Thomas The Tank Engine & Friends 18719 engine, 15117 Annie and 15118 Clarabel all in OBs, C8.
2297 Lionel Jersey Central 8687 FM diesel loco, 7404 boxcar and a 6917 extended vision caboose all in OBs, C9.
2298 Lionel 18431 trolley car and a 18404 San Francisco trolley both in OBs, C8.
2299 Lionel 18411 Canadian Pacific fire fighter car in OB, C8.
2300 Lionel 31777 Pennsylvania GG1 passenger set no. 2124W including; 2332 dark green PRR GG1 and 2625 Irvington, 2625
Madison and 2625 Manhattan Pullmans in individual OBs with outer set box. A Certificate of Authenticity is included.
Also included is a 27903 Sager Place 2626 observation car in OB. The set and car are C9.

2301 Lionel Erie freight cars including; 16932 rail car, 16685 extension searchlight car, two 19415 flatcars with trailers and a
19719 bay window caboose all in OBs, C8-9.

2302 Lionel freight cars including; 5717 Santa Fe bunk car, 5724 Penn bunk car, 6111 L&N covered hopper, 16236 NYC
Pacemaker boxcar, 19311 Southern Pacific covered hopper and a 9184 Erie bay window caboose all in OBs, C8.

2303 Lionel 11858 Pennsylvania PS-4 flatcar with trailers two pack including; 17594 and 17595 both in individual OBs and
outer master carton, C10.
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2304 Lionel 11861 Chesapeake & Ohio PS-4 flatcars with trailers two pack; 27500 and 27501 both individual OBs with outer
master carton. Also included is a 17585 Chesapeake & Ohio PS-4 flatcar with trailers in OB.

2305 Lionel 38176 Pennsylvania FA AA diesel units including 38177 and 38178 in individual OBs and outer master carton.
Also included is 38160 FB Pennsylvania B unit in OB. Diesels have light run time, C8.

2306 Lionel Main Street buildings including; 34124 Anastasias Bakery, 34125 Cottons Candy, 34126 Market, 34127 O Gradys
Tavern and 34131 Als Hardware all in OBs, C8.

2307 Lionel 18304 Lackawanna multiple-unit commuter cars in OB with Styrofoam insert, C8.
2308 Lionel 18310 Pennsylvania multiple-unit non powered commuter cars in OB with Styrofoam insert, C9-10.
2309 Lionel 18328 New Haven multi-unit commuter set in OB with Styrofoam inserts, C9-10.
2310 Lionel 14107 coaling station no. 497 in OB, C8.
2311 Lionel 12915 log loader no. 164 in OB, C8.
2312 Lionel 8550 Penn Central GG1 electric diesel numbered 8850 in OB.
2313 Lionel 8753 Pennsylvania GG1 electric diesel in OB, C9.
2314 Lionel 29800 Maintenance of Way crane car and a 29816 Maintenance of Way boom car both in OBs, C9.
2315 Lionel 28224 CNJ SD40-2 diesel loco with two side trucks broken off in OB. The trucks are included, Also included is a
17685 Jersey Central Northeastern caboose in OB. Other than the two broken side trucks the loco is C8. The caboose is
C9.

2316 Lionel 27563 Lackawanna PS-4 flatcar with piggyback trailers and a 17582 Pennsylvania PS-4 flatcar with trailers both in
OBs, C8.

2317 Lionel 18130 Santa Fe F3 AB diesel unit; 18128 power A unit and 18129 dummy B unit in individual OBs and outer
shipping carton. Also included is a 18134 Santa Fe F3 dummy A unit in OB. The 18130 set has very light run time and is
C8. The 18134 has never been run, C9-10.

2318 Lionel 12848 oil derrick in OB, C8.
2319 Lionel 24534 Erie Lackawanna F3 ABA diesel loco set including; 24535 power A unit, 24536 dummy B unit and a 24537
dummy A unit all in individual OBs and outer master carton. The diesels have light run time, C8-9.

2320 Lionel 18375 Lackawanna Train Master diesel in OB. The unit has very light run time, C8-9.
2321 Lionel flatcars with trailers including; 16303 Pennsylvania, 16307 Nickel Plate Road, 16308 Burlington Northern, 16357
Louisville & Nashville, 16374 Denver & Rio Grande, 9226 Delaware and Hudson and a 6531 Express Mail all in OBs.
The cars are C7-8.

2322 Lionel 18116 Erie Lackawanna PA-1 AA diesel units in OB, C9.
2323 Lionel freight cars; 16963 flatcar 6411, two 19607 Sunoco 6315 tank and 29202 ATSF 6464-497 boxcar all in OBs, C9
2324 Lionel 28007 New York Central 4-6-4 Hudson steam loco and tender in OB, C8.
2325 Lionel New York Central passenger cars including; 16087 baggage, 16067 Silver Lake, 16088 Licking River, 16066
Elkhart County combo, 16089 Rippling Stream diner and a 16090 Babbling Brook observation all in OBs, C8.
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2326 Lionel 18938 U.S. Navy Calf NW2 switcher, 16939 U.S. Navy flatcar with boat, 16351 U.S. Navy flatcar with submarine,
16116 U.S. Army Transportation Corps single dome tank car and a 16718 U.S. Marine Corps missile launching car all in
OBs. The switcher is C8 and the cars are C9.

2327 Lionel 18732 North Pole Central 4-4-0 steam loco and tender in OB, C8.
2328 Lionel freight cars including; 16660 fire car with ladder, 16719 exploding boxcar, 17134 Peabody three-bay hopper with
coal load,19604 Goodyear single dome tank, 29413 Airex boat loader and a 29958 Dealers Appreciation 2009 boxcar in
outer shipping box all in OBs, C9-10.

2329 Lionel Madison passenger cars including; 19015 Irvington, 19016 Madison, 19017 Manhattan and a 19018 Sager Place
observation all in OBs, C8.

2330 Lionel freight cars including; two 17604 Delaware, Lackawanna & Western cabooses, 36131 Lackawanna woodsided
reefer and a 19737 Lackawanna searchlight 2420 caboose in OBs The two 17604 are C8 and the other two cars are C9-10.

2331 Selection of Lionel catalogs from 1970-1999. Many of the years have multiple copies. Catalogs are in like new condition.
2332 Lionel 14592 Pennsylvania F3 ABA diesel locos; 14593 power A unit, 14595 dummy B unit and a 14594 dummy A unit in
individual OBs and outer master carton, C8.

2333 Lionel 29105 Pennsylvania 18 inch aluminum passenger car four-pack including; 29108 coach, 29107 coach, 29106 combo
and a 29109 observation in individual OBs and outer master carton, C8-9.

2334 Lionel 25423 Pennsylvania 18 inch aluminum StationSounds diner in OB with outer shipping carton, C8-9.
2335 Lionel 27584 Reading 40 ft. flatcar with covered load, 6439 Reading bay window caboose, 17607 Reading caboose all in
OBs, C8-9.

2336 Lionel 6521 NYC flatcar with stakes, 17606 NYC caboose, 19807 Pennsylvania extended vision caboose, 19727
Pennsylvania caboose, 17608 Chessie Square caboose all in OBs. The 19727 caboose is C9-10, all other cars are C8.

2337 Lionel freight cars; 6905 Nickel Plate Road extended vision caboose, 19707 Southern Pacific searchlight caboose, 19732
AT&SF 6517 bay window caboose and a 36726 Santa Fe searchlight car all in OBs, C8.

2338 Lionel 21782 The Congressional passenger set in individual OBs, set box and outer shipping carton. Included in the set is
a 18326 PRR Tuscan GG1, 39100 William Penn, 39101 Molly Pitcher, 39102 Betsy Ross vista dome and a 39103
Alexander Hamilton observation. The set has never been run, C10.

2339 Lionel freight cars; 26045 flatcar pipes, 26759 coal dump car, 29439 Evans auto loader and a 36739 log dump car all in
OBs. The 26045 and 29439 are C8 and the other two cars are C9.

2340 Lionel 18322 Lackawanna FM Train Master diesel in OB with outer shipping carton, C8.
2341 Lionel freight cars including; 26020 PW flatcar with submarine, 26046 flatcar 6561 with cable reels, 26047 flatcar 2461
with transformer, 29439 Evans auto loader no. 6414 and a 36763 LL 3620 searchlight car all in OBs, C8-9.

2342 Lionel 18321 Jersey Central Lines FM Train Master diesel in OB, C9.
2343 Lionel 35413 PWC passenger car two-pack including a baggage and Silver Bluff in individual OBs and outer master
carton, C10.

2344 Lionel 24110 Pennsylvania Railroad tugboat in OB with outer shipping carton, C10.
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2345 Lionel 14172 New York Central Railroad tugboat in OB with outer shipping carton. The tip off of the pole on the back of
boat is broken off, otherwise boat is C8.

2346 Lionel freight cars including; 6302 Quaker State triple dome tank, 9280 horse transport car, 9312 Conrail searchlight car,
9154 Borden plated tank, 9850 Budweiser billboard reefer, 16318 depressed flatcar with gray reels, 16615 extension
searchlight car with removable searchlight and a 9162 Pennsylvania lighted caboose all in OBs, C8.

2347 Lionel postwar 6464-1 Western Pacific type I boxcar and a 6417 Pennsylvania porthole caboose, C5. Also included is a
PRR boxcar and Conrail boxcar, manufacturer unknown. All freight cars are in Lionel modern era boxes. Please view
photo to verify the condition of the boxcars.

2348 Lionel custom painted dual motor Tuscan GG1 diesel custom decaled Pennsylvania and numbered 4916, C7-8.
2349 American Flyer by Lionel 12862 operating oil drum loader in OB, C8.
2350 Lionel 38303 Tuscan Pennsylvania GG1 diesel numbered 2340 in OB with outer shipping carton, C10.
2351 Lionel 12782 lift bridge with controller in OB with Styrofoam insert. The bridge has surface dust from being on a layout.
Bridge is C7-8.

2352 Lionel 39443 U.S. steel slag car three pack including; 39444 car no. 203, 39445 car no. 204 and 39446 car no. 205
individual OBs and outer master carton. Also included is a 19307 B&LE ore car with ore load and a 39428 Bethlehem
steel slag car in OB. The 19307 car is C8 and the rest of the cars are C10.

2353 Lionel 17191 Burlington Northern PS-2 hopper in OB and a Penn State double door boxcar, C10.
2354 Lionel Department 56 52157 Holly Brothers Petroleum Co. 3-dome tank, 16270 Heritage Village boxcar and a 52139
Department 56 caboose all in OBs. Cars are C10.

2355 Lionel 52339 TCA 2004 Convention 50th Anniversary Banquet car in OB with outer shipping carton, C10.
2356 Lionel 17898 TCA 1992 Convention Missouri Pacific Lines reefer and a 6315 18th Convention, Pittsburgh, Penna. one
dome tank in a reproduction box. The 17898 is C10 and the tank is C9.

2357 Lionel illuminated Pennsylvania passenger cars including; 9570 baggage, 9571 William Penn, 9572 Molly Pitcher, 9573
Betsy Ross vista dome and a 9574 Alexander Hamilton observation all in worn OBs, C9.

2358 Lionel Special Bicentennial Limited Edition 8665 Bangor and Aroostook Spirit of 76 GP9 diesel and matching caboose in
worn OB, C8.

2359 Lionel 9787 Jersey Central boxcar in OB. Also included is a 2128 operating switchman in OB, 9-10.
2360 Lionel Railroader Club 18818 GP-38 diesel engine 1992, 16804 bay window caboose 1991 both in OBs, C9.
2361 Lionel freight cars; 9829 Dewars billboard reefer, 9860 Gold Medal Flour reefer, 16751 WLNL Channel 7 Airex Sports
Channel TV car no. 3545, 16968 Lionel Aviation flatcar no. 6461 with Ertl General Hospital helicopter and a 7522 New
Orleans Mint car all in OBs except for the 9860 car. The cars are C8.

2362 Lionel 8679 Northern Pacific GP-20 diesel engine in OB. There are small spot of corrosion on the frame, otherwise the
diesel is C8.

2363 Lionel black 4-4-2 steam loco numbered 1645, brown UPS 4-4-2 steam loco numbered 1907 and a black tender numbered
8706. The locos and tender are C8.
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2364 Lionel 9280 horse transport car in OB, 26320 Pennsylvania RR bulkhead car and a 26896 Great Western Supply Co. log
dumping car

2365 Lionel three 14198 CW-80 80-watt transformer and three 24253 PowerMax Plus 40-watt transformers with three OBs.
Also included is a MRC Tech II train control in OB. The train control and transformers are C9-10.

2366 Lionel accessories; 5021 manual control left hand switch, 5022 manual control right hand switch and 2290 lighted bumpers
in OBs, two 62909 bottles of smoke fluid and two type 4050 transformers. Accessories are C7-8.

2367 Lionel accessories; 1951 signal bridge and switch tower, 1958 Union Station, two 2717 short extension bridges, 2718
barrel shed and a 2307 billboard light all in OBs. Accessories are C7.

2368 Lionel Fastrack large selection of 10 inch straight track sections and 0-36 full curve track sections. Also included is a
12020 uncoupling track in OB. Track is C7-8.

2369 Lionel Fastrack large selection of 10 inch straight track sections and 0-36 full curve track sections. Also included is a
12020 uncoupling track. Track is C7-8.

2370 Lionel and K-Line curve and straight track sections and three foot straight track sections. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2371 MTH 20-3038-1 Pennsylvania 4-4-2 Atlantic die cast steam loco with Proto-Sound in OB.
2372 MTH MT-2075LP Pennsylvania FM H10-44 diesel with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2373 MTH 20-5525-1 Pennsylvania Brunswick green E-33 electric loco with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2374 MTH 20-3382-1 Pennsylvania 4-6-0 G-5 steam loco and tender with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2375 MTH 20-2037-1 Pennsylvania EMD GP-9 diesel with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2376 MTH 20-2037-1 Pennsylvania EMD GP-9 diesel no. 7002 with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2377 MTH 20-5519-1 Pennsylvania DD-1 electric engine with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2378 MTH 20-2210-1 Pennsylvania EMD GP7 diesel engine with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2379 MTH 20-2019-0 Pennsylvania Alco PA AA diesel set with Proto-Sound and a 20-2026-0 Pennsylvania Alco PA B unit
both in OBs, C9.

2380 MTH MT-6507 70 ft. scale aluminum sleeper/diner set and MT-6507 70 ft. aluminum five car passenger set both in OBs,
C8.

2381 MTH 20-3381-1 Pennsylvania 4-6-0 G-5s steam loco and tender with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2382 MTH MT-2071LP Pennsylvania EMD GP-30 diesel with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2383 MTH MT-2071LP Pennsylvania EMD GP-30 diesel with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2384 MTH 20-5588-1 Pennsylvania FF-1 electric engine with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8-9.
2385 MTH MT-2133LP Pennsylvania Baldwin AS-616 diesel with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2386 MTH MT-2054LP PRR EMD F3 AA diesel set with Proto-Sound and a MT-2062L PRR EMDF3 B unit both in OBs, C9.
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2387 MTH 20-65043 Pennsylvania 5-car 70 ft. streamlined passenger car set including a baggage, three coaches and an
observation in OB, C9.

2388 MTH 20-3126-1 Pennsylvania 4-6-2 K4s 1947 version steam loco and tender with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2389 MTH MT-2100LP Pennsylvania EMD SD-45 diesel in OB, C8.
2390 MTH 20-5527-1 Pennsylvania FF-2 box cab electric with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2391 MTH MT-3018LP Pennsylvania K-4s die cast steam engine and tender with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2392 MTH 20-5604-1 Pennsylvania E44 electric engine with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2393 MTH 20-5604-1 Pennsylvania E44 electric engine with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2394 MTH 20-2200-1 Pennsylvania Centipede AA diesel engine with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2395 MTH 20-4025 Pennsylvania 5-car 70 ft. ABS scale Madison passenger cars in OB, C8.
2396 MTH 30-5103 Pennsylvania GG1 diesel loco, C9.
2397 MTH MT-2109LP Pennsylvania EMD SD-9 diesel in OB. One truck is loose from the chassis, otherwise diesel is C8.
2398 MTH 40-4000 Z-4000 400-watt transformer with controller and instruction booklet in OB, C8.
2399 MTH 20-5505-1 Amtrak AEM-7 electric diesel with Proto-Sound in OB, C9.
2400 MTH Chesapeake & Ohio MT-2125LP EMD F-3 AA diesel set with Proto-Sound and a MT-2125LB EMD F-3 B unit in
OBs, C8.

2401 MTH MT-6502 Chesapeake & Ohio 70 ft. scale aluminum car passenger set including; baggage, three coaches and
observation all in OB, C8.

2402 MTH 20-3137-1 Lackawanna 4-6-2 P47 Baldwin Pacific steam engine and tender with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2403 MTH 20-4063 Lackawanna 5-car 70 ft. Madison Passenger set including a baggage, three coaches and an observation in
OB, C9.

2404 MTH 20-2173-1 Erie Lackawanna EMD GP-9 diesel with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2405 MTH New York Central F3 AA diesel units numbered 1608 and 1630, C8.
2406 MTH MT-4005 New York Central green scale Madison passenger car set including; baggage, three coaches and an
observation in OB, C8.

2407 MTH 20-5508-1 New Haven E-33 Rectifier electric loco with Proto-Sound in OB, C9.
2408 MTH 20-6562 New Haven 5-car 70 ft. ABS streamlined passenger set including; baggage, three coaches and an
observation and a 20-6662 New Haven 2-car 70 ft. ABS streamlined sleeper/diner set both in OBs, C9-10.

2409 MTH 20-6625 New Haven 2-car 70 ft. ABS streamlined sleeper/diner passenger set in OB, C9-10.
2410 MTH 20-2257-1 New Haven EF-3b class electric loco with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C9-10.
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2411 MTH 20-65087 Santa Fe 5-car streamlined passenger set including; baggage, two coaches, vista dome and an observation
in OB, C9-10.

2412 MTH 20-2483-1 Jersey Central ABA diesel engine set with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2413 MTH 20-4097 Jersey Central 5-car 70 ft. Madison passenger set including; baggage, three coaches and an observation and
a 20-4297 Jersey Central 70 ft. Madison RPO car both in OBs, C8-9.

2414 MTH 20-4064 Jersey Central 5-car Madison passenger set including a baggage, three coaches and an observation in OB,
C8.

2415 MTH Penn Central E-33 Rectifier electric locos including; 20-5523-1 power unit with Proto-Sound 2.0 and a 20-5523-3
non-powered unit. The 20-5523-1 is C8 and the non-powered is C9-10.

2416 MTH 20-2166-1 Penn Central Alco RS-27 diesel with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2417 MTH Jersey Central Blue Comet Madison 70 ft. passenger cars including; 20-4182 combine/diner set, 20-4482
baggage/coach set and a 20-4282 RPO passenger car all in OBs, C9-10.

2418 MTH two 20-98636 New York Central flatcars each with two Sherman tanks in OBs. One of the tanks is C10 and the
other one is C9. Also included is an Industrial Rail 027 Pennsylvania Boxcar in OB,C8.

2419 MTH Dealer Appreciation Program 20-80001d Lackawanna FM Train Master diesel with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2420 Rail King by MTH 30-4027-0 Baltimore Transit Trolley set in OB. The set is missing two sections of curve track. Three
steps are broken on the trolley, otherwise trolley is C7.

2421 Rail King by MTH 20-2557 Pittsburgh bump-n-go trolley and a 20-2561 Boardwalk bump-n-go trolley both in OBs, C8-9.
2422 Rail King by MTH 20-1117LP Chesapeake & Ohio Allegheny 2-6-6-6 articulated steam loco and tender with Proto-Sound
in OB, C8.

2423 Rail King by MTH 30-2147-1 Erie Lackawanna SW-8 switcher diesel engine with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2424 Rail King by MTH 30-1179-1 Lackawanna 4-6-0 Camelback steam loco and tender with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2425 Rail King by MTH MT-1103 New York Central die cast Hudson loco and tender in OB, C8.
2426 Rail King by MTH 30-2158-1 Pennsylvania Doodlebug diesel engine with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2427 Rail King by MTH 30-1168-1 Pennsylvania 4-8-2 M1a Mountain steam engine and tender with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8
-9.

2428 Rail King by MTH Pennsylvania 60 ft. Madison passenger cars including; 30-6904 including baggage, two coaches and
Solarium, 30-6905 combine/diner cars and a 30-6906 coach all in OBs, C8-9.

2429 Rail King by MTH 30-1138-1 Pennsylvania 4-6-2 K-4s Pacific steam engine and tender with Proto-Sound in OB, C8.
2430 Rail King by MTH 30-11030 Pennsylvania signal bridge in OB, C8.
2431 Rail King by MTH 30-1170-1 Pennsylvania 0-6-0 B6 switcher steam loco and slope-back tender with Proto-Sound 2.0 in
OB, C8.

2432 Rail KIng by MTH 30-2144-1 Baltimore & Ohio RDC Budd car set with Proto-Sound in OB, C9.
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2433 Rail King by MTH 30-2144-0 Baltimore & Ohio RDC Budd car set in OB, C9.
2434 Rail King by MTH two 30-69012 Jersey Central 60 Ft. Madison coaches in OBs, C10.
2435 Rail King by MTH 30-4018-1 Amtrak Genesis Ready-to-Run passenger set with Proto-Sound in OB. The set is missing all
of the track and transformer. Set is C8. Also included is a 30-6501 Amtrak 2-car Superliner sleeper/diner car set in OB,
C8-9.

2436 Rail King by MTH 30-4075-1 Rescue 2 NW2 switcher Ready-to-Run freight set with Proto-Sound 2.0 in OB, C8.
2437 Rail King by MTH 004 Pennsylvania freight set in individual OBs and set box. The loco is C8-9. Freight cars are C9-10.
2438 Rail KIng by MTH 005 Pennsylvania freight set in individual OBs and set box. The loco is C8-9 and the cars are C9-10.
2439 MTH DCS Commander multi-function DC digital command system controller in OB, C9-10.
2440 MTH 20-2112-1 Southern Pacific SD-9 diesel engine numbered 5360, C8.
2441 Weaver Gold Edition brass Pennsylvania T-1 duplex 4-4-4-4 steam loco and tender in OB, C9.
2442 Weaver Gold Edition 6315 Pennsylvania Alco C-630 diesel in OB, C8.
2443 Weaver Gold Edition 6317 Pennsylvania Alco C-630 diesel in OB, C8.
2444 Weaver Gold Edition brass Pennsylvania M1a Mountain 4-8-2 steam loco and tender in OB, C8.
2445 Weaver Gold Edition Tuscan Pennsylvania EMD E-8 AA diesel units and a Tuscan Pennsylvania EMD E-8 B unit both in
OBs, C8.

2446 Weaver Gold Edition Brunswick green Pennsylvania EMD E-8 AA diesel engines in OB, C8.
2447 Weaver Gold Edition brass Pennsylvania 9624 H-10 2-8-0 consolidation steam loco and tender in OB, C9.
2448 Weaver Gold Edition Brunswick green Pennsylvania no. 2019 Baldwin Sharknose AB diesel set in OB, C9.
2449 Weaver Gold Edition brass Pennsylvania 4-6-0 G5 steam loco and tender in OB, C8.
2450 Weaver Gold Edition brass Tuscan Pennsylvania GG1 electric loco in OB, C8-9.
2451 Weaver Gold Edition brass Pennsylvania L-1S 2-8-2 steam loco and tender in OB,C9.
2452 Weaver Gold Edition Central New Jersey VO-1000 diesel loco numbered 1066 in OB, C-9.
2453 Weaver U5528-LP Central New Jersey RS-3 diesel loco in OB. The horn is broken off of the diesel but included. Diesel
is C8.

2454 Weaver Gold Edition four Central RR Co. of New Jersey Pullman-Bradley deluxe coaches in OBs. The 1303 coach has a
broken piece off of the bottom which is included. Coaches are C8-9.

2455 Weaver Gold Edition Lackawanna EMD E-8 AA diesel units numbered 810 and 811 in OB, C8.
2456 Weaver Gold Edition Nickel Plate 2-8-4 Berkshire steam loco numbered 759 and tender in OB, C8.
2457 Weaver Gold Edition Lehigh Valley Alco C-628 diesel numbered 633 in OB, C-9.
2458 Weaver Gold Edition Lehigh Valley Alco C-630 diesel numbered 634 in OB, C9.
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2459 Weaver Gold Edition Lehigh Valley Alco C-630 diesel numbered 635 in OB, C9.
2460 Weaver Ultra Line 7520 Lehigh Valley GP38-2 diesel loco numbered 323 in OB, C8.
2461 Weaver Ultra Line 7520 Lehigh Valley GP38-2 diesel loco numbered 325 in OB. Both couplers and some of the hand rails
are broken, C8.

2462 Weaver Hi-Rail Pennsylvania 6510 FA-2 A powered diesel and 6511 FA-2 B powered units numbered 9630 in OBs. The
A unit is cracked on the side and the horns are broken off. The B unit has a crack in the roof. Units are C5.

2463 Weaver Hi-Rail 6530 New York Central FA-2 A diesel unit numbered 1107 and a 6531 New York Central FA-2 diesel B
unit numbered 3323 both in incorrectly marked boxes. The horn is broken on the A unit, otherwise units are C7.

2464 Weaver Hi-Rail 5503 Reading RS-3 diesel loco numbered 483 in OB. The horn and some of the hand rails are broken.
Diesel is C6.

2465 Weaver Hi-Rail Erie RS-3 diesel loco numbered 1024 and a Erie RS-3 diesel loco numbered 1015 both in OBs. The
couplers, horns and some of the hand railings are broken. Units are C5.

2466 Weaver Hi-Rail two 5501 Pennsylvania RS-3 diesel locos numbered 8846 and 8909 in OBs. The horn, couplers and some
of the hand rails are broken. Diesels are C5.

2467 Weaver Hi-Rail 6510 Pennsylvania FA-2 power A unit and a 6511 Pennsylvania FA-2 power B unit both numbered 9608
in OBs. The horn is broken on the A unit. Diesels are C7.

2468 Weaver Ultra Line 50 ft. boxcars including; 23029 Burlington Northern, Union Pacific, 152271 ATSF, 230382 Conrail,
499065 Union Pacific and a 40021 Denver & Rio Grande all in OBs, C8-9.

2469 Weaver Ultra Line centerflow hoppers including; 101616 Canada, 1550 Stauffer Chemicals, 44000 Sunbeam Bread,
U1711 Grasshopper, 86640 CB&Q, 86637 CB&Q and a 171264 Great Northern in OBs, C9.

2470 Weaver P&D Hobby Special Run Hi-Rail boxcars including; 22185 P&LE, 45307 B&O, 58451 Rock, 25857 Western
Maryland, 1297 Pittsburgh & W.Va., 1297 Pittsburgh & W.Va. and a 20044 Montana all in OBs, C9.

2471 Weaver 2-bay composite hoppers including; U16001D Pennsylvania, U16003D B&O, U16004D C&O and a U16006D
Reading all in OBs, C9-10.

2472 Weaver PS2 covered hoppers including; 631139 B&O. 8626 Ontario Northland, 8657 Ontario Northland, U19001L C&O
and a U1912 Santa Fe all in OBs, C8-9.

2473 Weaver 3-bay coal cars including; 469089 B&O, 57387 P&LE, 15735 N&W, U2319 Great Northern, 41362 Reading and
two U3919D Illinois Central all in OBs, C9-10.

2474 Weaver Ultra Line PS-1 40 ft. boxcars including; three 3082 State of Maine, 47855 B&O, 3084 C&O, 45307 C&O and
two 30887 B&O all in OBs except for the 45307, C9-10.

2475 Weaver Ultra Line 40 ft. boxcars including; 3079 Santa Fe, two 3064 PRR, U3521L NHNH&H, 3081 New York Central,
9203 New York Central, 9200 New York Central and 80126 Erie Lackawanna all in OBs except for the 80126, C9-10.

2476 Weaver Ultra Line boxcars including; 115530 PS-1 40 ft. Reading, 1997 Christkindlmarkt, 23574 Nickel Plate Road,
U3523L Delaware & Hudson, 19128 Delaware & Hudson, 23230 PS-1 40 Ft. C&O for Progress, 2002 PS-1 40 ft. BNSF
and a 3086 Great Northern all in OBs, C9-10.

2477 Weaver Ultra Line 40 ft. boxcars including; 7605 Ontario Northland, U2137L N&W, 2029 BAR, 16025 C&IM, 1015
Northern Pacific, 39999 Great Northern and 163142 Southern Pacific all in OBs, C9-10.
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2478 Weaver Ultra Line freight cars including; 473650 Pennsylvania tinplate offset side hopper, 82943 Reading 2-bay coal car,
1016 DL&W 2-bay coal car, 2110 C&O for Progress offset side hopper and a U1309 40 ft. Domino Sugar tank car all in
OBs. Also included is an American Railroad Coal series RMT-Coal241 N&W in OB and a Weaver P727 2-bay coal load
factory sealed in OB. The Reading coal car has broken trucks, otherwise cars are C9-10.

2479 Japanese tin lithographed School Bus friction floor toy, C6.
2480 Seiko lithographed battery operated R-312P Team Camaro no. 45 Shell car. The car is missing the battery cover, C6.
2481 Auburn Rubber 38 Oldsmobile Sedan, C6.
2482 Welly no. 9756 Jaguar XK180, Polystil EL61 Jaguar XJ12L and a TootsieToy green race car, C7.
2483 The Ferdinand Strauss Corp. tin lithographed green racer car missing man, steering wheel and seat. Car has rust and is C4.
2484 Strombecker Spad XIII wooden model bi-plane Eddie Rickenbacker, circa 1919-23. This may be a reproduction model.
Please view photo to verify condition.

2485 Schylling tin lithographed Victoria steam powered speed boat in OB, C9-10. Also included is a German plastic model U
-99 submarine, C7.

2486 Schoenhut 5 & 10 Store and a home made Pine Grove station. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
2487 Wooden car kit, manufacturer unknown. Kit appears to be complete. Please view photo to verify condition.
2488 Irwin vintage pink and turquoise convertibles. The turquoise car his missing the windshield and there is a top for the car.
Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2489 TootsieToys selection of automobiles, C7. Please view photo for selection.
2490 TootsieToy selection of trucks, C7. Please view photo for selection.
2491 Selection of plastic wagons, horses, Indians and Cowboys. The wagons have Pacific Coast Borax Co. stamped on the
inside. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2492 Classic Toy Trains selection of magazines from 1992, 1993, 1994 and 1995 bound in two binders. The years are not
complete. Please view photo to verify condition.

2493 Selection of Lionel modern era catalogs. Also included is a selection of MTH, Williams and Weaver modern era catalogs,
Lionel calendar from 2002 and a New England Railroading calendar from 1983. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.

2494 Selection of Lionel price guides including; Standard Catalog of Lionel Trains 1945-1969 2nd Edition by David Doyle,
Greenbergs Price Guide To Lionel Trains: 1945-1979 by Bruce C. Greenberg, Gteenbergs Guide to Lionel Trains: 1945
-1982 by Bruce C. Greenberg, TM, Greenbergs pocket guides and Lionel Market Price Guides. Please view photo to
verify selection and condition.

2495 Large Selection of Trains magazines from 1952-1965. Some of the years are not complete. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2496 Large Selection of Trains magazines from 1966-1974. Some of the years are not complete. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.
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2497 Large Selection of Model Railroader magazines from 1950, 1951, 1953, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1978 and
1979. Also included are some newer issues. Most of the years are not complete. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.

2498 Louisville and Nashville Railroad books and magazines. Also included are General Electric Review magazines. Please
view photo to verify selection and condition.

2499 Selection of Classic Toy Trains magazines. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
2500 Selection of Railroad reference books including; How to Build and Operate a Model Railroad by Marshall McClintock,
Collector’s Guide to Prewar Lionel Trains 1900-1942 by David Doyle, America’s Standard Gauge Electric Trains by Peter
H. Riddle and Beginners Guide to Repairing Lionel Trains by Ray L. Plummer. Also included is a Model Railroader
magazine from June, 2003.

